Other Tools
Trek-Tech has created a series of photography tools that
incorporate a “do more, carry less” minimalist/multitool
mentality.
- The Cammock is our “camera hammock” gear shelf.
Attaches easily to tripod legs with velcro straps which
you can leave on your tripod and quickly attach again
using the clips. The Cammock is also water resistant
so in a pinch you can use it as a rain tarp or ground
cloth to keep you or your gear dry.
- Our MagBag 2 takes the bean bag support concept to a
whole new level. In the center is our MagConnect system
to securly and quickly attach your equipment. It also
comes with a water proof ground cloth/rain tarp that
will keep you and your gear clean and dry. Use the
MagBag 1 for small point and shoot size cameras.

Accessories
Trek-Tech provides our customers with accessories and
replacement parts to ensure you have everything you need.
HF (Heavy Force) MagAdapter. For use with heavy
equipment on MagMount.

Stabilization for
Photographers on The Go!

LF (Light Force) Mag Adapter. For use with light
weight equipment on MagMount.
MagAdapter SD (Screw Down). Heavy force
adapter screws into thread mount using the
included allen wrench. Attaches to equipment
tighter than HF adapter.
MagAdapter AR/i. (Anti Rotation) Heavy force
adapter for use with MagMount AR/i. Uses an allen
wrench to secure onto equipment.
MagConnect System. Add MagConnect
to any 1/4-20 mounting stud to take
advantage of our magnetic quick release
technology. Comes with LF & HF adaptors.
MagAdapter STAR. (Square Tooth Anti Rotation)
Heavy force adapter for use with MagMount
STAR. Uses an allen wrench to secure onto
equipment.

Cammock

OptiMount. Use OptiMount to attach your camera
down low on a TrekPod or tripod for ease of
use in a seated or nealing position.

MagBag 1
MagBag 2

OptiMount Kit. Included with our OptiMount
is our MagMount STAR ball head and a STAR & LF adapter. This
set up is perfect for macro phography and for mounting extra
lighting systems.
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TrekPods

MagMount Ball Heads

Trek-Tech’s series of innovative monopod / hiking staff / tripod’s
provide photographers a unique tool allowing them to get images
that with traditional equipment would have otherwise been
unatainable.
- The TrekPod II is constructed of high grade aluminum and is
the original TrekPod configuration. It comes complete with the
original MagMount quick relase system ball head and is rated
for 9 lbs. (see MagMount for more info)
- The TrekPod GO! PRO takes the TrekPod configuration to the
next level. Breaking down into four pieces, allows for it to be
packed into a carry-on sized piece of luggage. Included with
the GO! PRO is a padded travel case and the MagMount PRO
quick release system ball head. (see MagMount PRO for more
info)
- The TrekPod XL takes the design of the GO!, replaces the
aluminum construction with carbon fiber and comes with the
new MagMount PRO ball head. (see MagMount PRO for more
info)

Trek-Tech’s MagMount ball heads incorporate a unique
magnetic quick release system. Each ball head features a
rare earth neodimium magnet on top of the ball head. Two steel
adapters are included with each ball head. One for heavy
equipment and one for light weight equipment.
- MagMount AR/i takes the MagMount configuration to the next
level. Rounded off teeth surrounding the magnet help prevent
heavier equiment from rotating while in portrait mode. They
also allow for indexing equipment at 30 degree intervals. A
safety clip lockes equipment to MagMount AR/i and is rated
for 9 lbs.
- MagMount STAR incorporates Trek-Techs newest Square
Tooth Anti Rotation (STAR) technology. Square teeth eliminate
any movement or sag of heavy equipment. MagMount STAR
also incorporates Trek-Tech’s new Trek Lock rotating locking
system. MagMount STAR is rated for 9 lbs.
- MagMount PRO incorporates Trek-Techs newest Square Tooth
Anti Rotation (STAR) technology. Square teeth eliminate any
movement or sag of heavy equipment. MagMount PRO also
incorporates Trek-Tech’s new Trek Lock rotating locking
system. MagMount PRO is our largest MagMount ball head
and is rated for 13.5 lbs.

Mini Tripods
Trek-Tech has developed three mini tripods that truly allows
the user to do more with less equipment.
- T-Pod is a very tough “tabel top” tripod that is easily
deployed on a moments notice. Sturdy enough to stabilize
heavy DSLR cameras, the T’Pod comes with the new Mag
Mount STAR quick release system for ease of use with any
optical device (see MagMount STAR for more info).
- Optera 230 takes mini tripods to a whole new level.
Constructed of high density foam rubber surrounding a flexible
endo-skeleton, the user can wrap the legs around any object to
provide stability and use cord and D-ring system for added
security. The integrated MagConnect STAR quick release system,
provides a fast and easy way to mount your camera, flash, or
other optical device. Wrap the legs up around your camera to
use Optera as a “roll cage”. Rated for 10 lbs.
- Optera 460 PRO improves upon the 230 by extending one of
the legs to double length. This alllows for the user to bend it
up as added support for zoom lenses up to 400mm. As added
security, a cord and D-ring system provides the Optera user the
ability to strap the legs down tight and also helps prevent the
flexible legs from splaying out under heavy equipment. The extra
long leg also allows the user to wrap their
Optera around wide fence posts, stumps,
even use it for support on your car door.
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